Abstract: Intense Poisson noise drastically degrades image quality when only a few or when a single photon hits each pixel. Multiaperture systems are able to provide multiple images of the same scene, which are acquired simultaneously. After registration and cropping, the partial scene information contained in each aperture image should be the same, while the noise will be different in each one. A similar case arises in multitap systems, which are widely used in Time-of-Flight imaging (ToF), where several integration channels per pixel exist and where several sequential acquisitions are needed to generate a depth image. In this case, raw images might be different from each other, but still, since they are images of the same scene, information redundancy can be exploited to filter out the noise. In this work, we propose two different ways of joint processing of low-light multiaperture images. One of them is an extension of bilateral filtering to the multiaperture case, while the other relies on the compressive sensing theory and aims to recover a noiseless image from fewer measurements than the total number of pixels in the original noisy images. Experimental results show that both methods exhibit very close performance, which is much higher than those of previous methods. Additionally, we show that bilateral filtering can also be applied to the raw images of multitap ToF systems, leading to a significant error reduction in the final depth image.
Introduction
Low-light conditions are understood to be a level of light for which a certain sensing device cannot resolve the signal because it is within its noise floor. The sensing device can be, for instance, a human eye or a camera. In general, the energy captured by a sensing element (e.g., cones and rods in a human eye or pixels in a camera) depends on the power density at its surface, the exposure time, the sensitive area of the element and its own sensing efficiency. Increasing the exposure time is always possible in a camera, but at the cost of loosing time resolution, which will result in image blur in non-static scenes. The power density can be increased increasing the aperture of the lens in a camera or dilating the pupil in a human eye. Nevertheless, a physical limit exists in both cases and the energy stored by the sensing element is then limited by scene illumination.
be considered as a conventional camera. In a single shot, multiple images are acquired simultaneously. The image size is typically the same for all apertures.
Camera arrays and multiaperture imaging systems have been used to boost the capabilities of conventional imaging systems. Representative achievements are the synthesis of high dynamic range images [1] , superresolution and refocus [2] , ultra-high-speed imaging [3] , and system miniaturization [4] .
In this work, a multiaperture imaging system is used for noise reduction based on a plurality of images, acquired simultaneously. The images are combined into a single image using some noise-reduction method, e.g., selective averaging, to improve the image quality in low-light conditions. In the case of single-aperture imaging system under low-light conditions, large lens systems are needed to collect as much light as possible and correct aberrations, respectively. In the case of a multiaperture imaging system, however, it is possible to reduce the size and weight of lens, as well as to increase the imager sensitivity by means of a lens array. The synthetic F -number of multiaperture imaging system can be obtained as
, where F 0 is the F -number of each elemental lens, and M is the number of apertures.
Multitap Sensors and Time-of-Flight Imaging
Multitap imaging systems are those implementing pixels with two or more integration channels, often referred as taps. The electrons generated in the pixel by the incoming photons are integrated in one of the taps. The selection of the active tap is typically determined by a control signal and is, therefore, time-dependent. This means that, during the integration time, the photogenerated electrons contribute to one pixel tap or another, depending on when they were generated. Consequently, the main goal of these pixels is to demodulate an intensity modulated radiation. The first multitap pixels were presented in [5] and [6] . The idea of a lock-in structure was immediately adopted to generate the first 2-D arrays of demodulating pixels for ToF imaging [7] . Examples of pixel configurations are 2-tap and 4-tap, the former being the option adopted in most commercial systems. The first ToF imaging sensor implementing these smart pixels was called the photonic mixer device (PMD) and became the reference technology for phase-shift ToF imaging [8] . A survey of lock-in ToF cameras can be found in [9] . The advent of first Kinect sensor, with higher native lateral resolution than PMD sensors motivated research on the relative performance of multitap ToF systems, with respect to the novel light coding technology implemented in the Kinect sensor. A thorough comparison of both depth imaging technologies [10] revealed that, at the time the Kinect sensor was released, PMD cameras offered better effective angular resolution, despite the larger number of pixels of the Kinect. This might be one of the reasons that motivated the migration from structured light to ToF technology in the new generation of the Kinect sensor, commercialized as Xbox One sensor. The new sensor features 2-tap pixels, i.e., two integration channels per pixel, similarly to PMD chips. An improved pixel design allows for a high fill factor and, together with fast and numerous ADCs, make possible to integrate a large number of pixels in the sensor [11] . In consequence, nowadays, multitap systems constitute the state-of-the-art technology for depth sensing.
Phase-shift-based ToF sensors estimate the depth from the phase shift between the emitted modulation waveform and the corresponding reflection, as received at the pixel surface. The illumination signals are periodic signals, with base frequencies in the megahertz range. The multitap pixels act as correlators, since they compute the cross-correlation between the received light signal and the reference signal which regulates the integration process in each tap. For the sake of generality and provided that the Xbox One sensor is a proprietary hardware that does not allow for external adjustment or modifications, we adopt the PMD technology as reference technology for multitap ToF imaging. Nevertheless, the method we present in this paper for multitap low-light image enhancement is fully applicable to the raw data of the Xbox One sensor. In the case of PMD, the reference signal controlling the integration process is a shifted version of the so-called illumination control signal (ICS), which is, in turn, used to modulate the illumination. Consequently, after integrating along many periods, we obtain a sample of the autocorrelation function, at a certain phase, which depends from the phase shift induced by the depth and the phase shift between ICS and reference signal, which is known. Since the phase shift induced by the depth is, for a static scene, constant, varying the relative phase shift between illumination and integration control signals allows gathering samples of the autocorrelation function at different phases.
A common hypothesis that vastly simplifies the depth estimation is to suppose that the illumination signal is sinusoidal. Under such conditions, it can be assumed that the correlation is between sinusoidal signals, since high-frequency harmonics contained in the close-to-square reference signal lead to a null contribution when correlating with a pure sine. Despite it is arguable that a perfect sinusoidal illumination can be achieved with the conventional illumination systems of commercial ToF cameras, such hypothesis reduces the degrees of freedom of the problem to three [8] , namely, a constant offset, given by the DC component of the light, the amplitude of the modulated signal and the phase shift induced on it by the depth. Only three correlation measurements suffice to determine the phase shift, but typically, four equidistant samples of the autocorrelation function are acquired, using four relative phase displacements of the integration signal with respect to the modulation signal ð 2 f0
; 90 ; 180 ; 270 gÞ. Then the depth can be estimated using the so-called four phases algorithm, given by
where c is the speed of light in vacuum, f mod is the frequency of the modulation signal, and DðÞ is the difference between the levels of the pixel channels at the end of the integration time, for a certain phase displacement of the integration signal with respect to the modulation signal . That is, using this method and 2-tap pixels, four acquisitions are required to generate a depth image. Using 4-tap pixels would reduce the number of acquisitions, at the cost of pixel complexity (and size) and lower fill factor. Note the strong non-linearity of the depth estimation, due to the arctan function. This is one of the main motivations of dealing with multitap systems in this work, since, under low-light conditions, the four phases algorithm might act as a non-linear noise amplifier. In other words, noisy raw images, where the scene is still distinguishable, might lead to completely wrong depth measurements and, in consequence, useless depth images. In this work we show that the redundancy among PMD raw images can be exploited to filter out noise in an intelligent way, at no cost in terms of power budget. Such noise reduction allows, in practice, reducing the exposure times while achieving equivalent depth errors.
Selective Averaging
In multiaperture imaging systems, all the images captured at the same time appear very similar. However, noise caused by the readout circuits of the sensor and dark current, as well as photon shot noise, differs from one pixel to another. Although the noise level can be reduced by averaging these noisy images, large random noise such as random telegraph signal (RTS) noise [12] , photon shot noise and dark current shot noise cannot be eliminated. To remove the large random noise, the selective averaging method was proposed [13] .
Unlike a simple averaging, the apertures which have large temporal noise are automatically excluded from the average by the selective averaging method. The aperture selection is operated one by one in the corresponding pixel of all apertures. Fig. 2 shows the procedure of aperture selection for one pixel. Firstly, the variance of the pixel value in darkness is calculated. The variances of the corresponding pixel in different apertures are sorted from minimum to maximum. After that, a combination variance is calculated by the following equation:
where m is the number of selected apertures, 2 i is the sorted variance, i.e., 
Low-Light Image Enhancing
The method of selective averaging has shown to be an adequate way to cope with large levels of shot noise, present in images acquired in very low light conditions. The approach takes profit of the multiple images provided by a multiaperture camera to generate a single image with improved SNR. PSNR increments of 6.3 dB on real multiaperture images have been reported in [13] . Despite the promising results, the method works in a per-pixel manner and, therefore, does not exploit local correlations in the images. As a matter of fact, the amount of information contained in an image is not given by the number of pixels, but depends on the scene sensed. In other words, in most natural signals, an increasing volume of data might not suppose an equivalent increase in information terms, since correlations might exist in the data and patterns can be extracted. This is the basic idea behind compression. There is, consequently, room for improvement of the method in [13] if these considerations are taken into account.
A classic way of denoising taking profit of the local correlations present in natural images is filtering. Filtering in frequency domain is an easy way to remove noise of random nature, since it is mostly supported on the high frequencies. Filtering exclusively in frequency domain, e.g., convolving with a Gaussian kernel, comes at the cost of smoothing the image, eventually loosing structure and sharp edges. Bilateral filtering [14] solves the problem extending the filter to account not just for closeness in spatial domain but for similarity in the intensity domain as well. In other words, the intensity of each pixel of the filtered image is a weighted sum of the intensity of neighboring pixels, where the weights depend on the distance in spatial domain and in intensity domain. This is just an integration of our a priori information on natural images, which, despite being piecewise smooth, might contain edges and texture. Bilateral filtering has been already used for image denoising in [15] , where two images of a low-light scene, acquired with and without flash, are jointly filtered in order to transfer the detail of the flash image to the noflash image, which correctly captures the colors but is corrupted by noise. Joint bilateral filtering can also be used for upsampling a low resolution image [16] , if a high resolution modality is available.
A bilateral filter performs a convolution with an adaptive kernel is spatial domain, since the weights are no longer constant, but depend on the signal itself. This already brings the idea that, if we have deep knowledge on the nature of our signals, we might perform an optimal filtering. Adaptive methods exploiting piecewise constancy or piecewise polynomial or spline representation of natural images were first steps in this direction. Donoho et al. [17] showed that an appropriate wavelet shrinkage is equivalent to an optimal spatial adaptation. The underlying assumption behind soft-thresholding denoising [18] in wavelet domain is that the signal admits a sparse representation in some basis, e.g., the wavelet basis, i.e., that there exist a number of null or negligible coefficients in such representation. For a performance comparison of wavelet shrinkage estimators in the case of Poisson counts, see [19] .
Intuitively, it is clear that a compressible signal should be easier to recover from noisy measurements than another, for which no basis is known where it can be sparsely represented. This idea has been formally studied by the recent theory of compressive sensing (CS) [20] - [22] , which assures that a sparse or compressible signal can be exactly recovered from incomplete and noisy measurements if certain conditions are satisfied. In the context of our problem, this means that a number of measurements lower than the number of pixels might suffice to recover the denoised image if it admits a sparse or compressible representation. The measurements constrain the solution, while the recovery method has to be able to converge to the sparsest solution satisfying those constrains. Since noise does not admit a sparse representation in any structured dictionary, it is filtered out. CS imposes a linear sensing model, i.e., a measurement is a linear combination of pixel values, according to a certain sensing kernel. One of the main concerns of CS theory is the incoherence between such measurement kernels and the elements of the sparsity basis. Recoverability guarantees are subject to low coherence between the socalled sensing matrix, containing the sensing kernels, and the representation matrix, containing the sparsity basis. Consequently, random sensing kernels or periodic kernels can be adopted, since they are naturally incoherent with the wavelet basis. CS can be used as a general framework for image denoising [23] , where the degrees of freedom left by a lower number of measurements than unknowns are typically constrained by the requirement of finding the sparsest solution in a given basis or dictionary.
In the following, we present both an extension of bilateral filtering to the case of multiaperture systems and a compressive sensing approach, which aims to recover the denoised image from few measurements, gathered using random binary kernels. Finally, we propose to apply bilateral filtering jointly to the raw images of multitap systems.
An Extension of Bilateral Filtering for Multiaperture Systems
A conventional bilateral filter [14] working on a single image takes into account the distance between each pixel and all the pixel contained in a certain neighborhood, both in spatial domain (closeness) and intensity domain (similarity), as shown in
wherex are the coordinates of a pixel in the image, x is a neighborhood of pixelx , Iðx Þ is the intensity value of pixelx , andÎ denotes the filtered image. The variables s and i are the smoothing parameters in spatial and intensity domain, respectively. The filter converges to a Gaussian filter when i ! 1. Obviously, such a bilateral filter could be applied directly to the multiaperture images prior to a selective averaging or to the selective averaging result. Nevertheless, such approaches do not exploit the advantage of having multiple images of the same scene within the filter. To that end, the filter has to be extended to cope with several images while generating a single filtered output. We adopt the result of the selective averaging method, I SA as reference image, with respect to which distances in intensity domain are computed. As described in [13] , I SA is computed as the average of the multiaperture images, considering, for each pixel, only a selected number of apertures. Suppose that we have N apertures, A k ; k 2 ½1; N. Let I k be the image gathered by the aperture A k , after registration and cropping, so that any scene point corresponds to the same pixel in all multiaperture images. We denote k the set of all pixels for which the aperture k was considered in the selective averaging. Then, (4), shown below, provides the proposed filter extension
Note that the filter does not operate only in the spatial domain, but also along the apertures. By forcing the inner summation to consider only those neighborhood pixels contained in k , we assure that the result of the filter cannot be worse than that of the selective averaging method, used as input, if s and i are appropriately selected.
Compressive Sensing for Multiaperture Systems
CS is a mathematical theory that provides conditions and limits for recovery of sparse or compressible signals from fewer measurements than those suggested by the Shannon sampling theorem. Natural images are known to be compressible in wavelet domain. This means that the denoising problem might be formulated as finding the sparsest representation in wavelet domain that agrees with the measurements. If the noise is independent from the signal and the SNR high enough, it will be automatically filtered out. Finding the sparsest solution to an underdetermined problem is known to be NP-hard [24] . Fortunately, it has been shown [25] that the corresponding linearly-constrained l 0 minimization can be substituted by an equivalent l 1 minimization if the sparsity is lower than a certain bound, related to the minimum ratio between the l 1 and l 2 norms of the vectors contained in the null space of the measurement matrix. The resulting linearly-constrained l 1 minimization can be efficiently solved as a linear program [26] .
Let,Ĩ k 2 R n , k 2 ½1; N be the images obtained from the N apertures, being n ¼ n rows Â n cols the size of the vectorized raw images. LetĨ 2 R n be the noiseless image we want to recover andX 2 R n the corresponding sparse vector of coefficients in, e.g., wavelet domain. Let 8 2 R nÂn be the sparsity basis or dictionary by columns, e.g., the wavelet basis, so thatĨ ¼ 8X .
Suppose that N measurement vectors,Ỹ k 2 R m k , are obtained from the N raw images, using N sensing matrices,
The easiest way to merge the measurement vectors into a single vector is stacking them one after another and do the same with the sensing matrices, by rows. Other ways of combining the measurement vectors are also possible (e.g., averaging them to reduce uncorrelated noise) but require an equivalent combination of the sensing matrices. If we adopt the stacking approach, we obtain the minimization problem
Unfortunately, under conditions of very low light, the solution to (5) is not better than that obtained by simpler and faster methods, such as selective averaging. The reason is not an insufficient number of compressed measurements, but the combination of strong photon shot noise, dark current shot noise and RTS noise that corrupt the images. Strong punctual artifacts in the images, often much stronger than the underlying signal, are still present in the recovered image, by means of high-frequency wavelets localized at, or close to, that point. Strong sparsity demands lead to signal loss, instead of proper denoising. Increasing the number of measurements leads to better recovery of the noise. We have performed preliminary experiments using random sensing matrices of different nature, e.g., Gaussian, Bernoulli or a randomized Hadamard matrix, obtaining similar results for all cases. Obviously, gathering partial Fourier measurements provides an easy way to leave away undesired high frequencies and perform a filtering at sensing, but it also discards the possibility of recovering such frequencies in the signal.
For the low-light case, there is a restriction that is more meaningful than approximate sparsity in some dictionary: the total variation (TV). The total variation can be interpreted as a measure of the texture (or noise) in an image. Substituting the restriction on the l 1 minimization in (5) by a TV-minimization eliminates the dependency on a specific dictionary and requires sparsity in some more general gradient domain. The resulting optimization problem is rewritten inÎ
where G i is the gradient operator centered at location i, a penalty parameter to be adjusted and p ¼ f1; 2g. We observed no performance variation with the selection of p and p ¼ 2 was used for the experiments in this paper. Adopting this recovery framework, which is also close to the general image denoising framework of [23] , allows achieving a good tradeoff between noise reduction and detail loss. It was observed that there is also not much difference in performance between averaging the vectors of measurements, i.e.,Ỹ k ¼ % kĨk ,Ỹ ¼ ð1=NÞ P N i¼1Ỹ k , and measuring on the selective averaging result through a single sensing matrix, i.e., Y ¼ %Ĩ SA . On the one hand, performing measurements in each of the raw images separately has a pre-filtering effect, since uncorrelated noise will tend to be canceled out. On the other hand, the selective averaging result already provides better SNR and is a good starting point for the CS framework. We decide to combine both approaches, using the sets k ; k 2 ½1; N of all pixels for which the aperture k was considered in the selective averaging to adapt each % k to the signal to measure,Ĩ k . In short terms, we set to zero the columns corresponding to pixels for which the aperture was not considered in the selective averaging method, that is,È i k ¼0 8 i 6 2 k ,È i k is the i th column of % k . This way we are performing a selective compressed sensing, still independently for eachĨ k . Then, the measurements are averaged and the corresponding sensing matrix to be used in (6) is % ¼ ð1=NÞ P N i¼1 % k . The selection of the sensing matrix type does not affect much the recovery and both Fourier and random matrices delivered similar results. For simplicity, in the experiments presented in this paper, binary matrices with values i;j 2 fÀ1; 1g were used. They were obtained by randomizing a Hadamard matrix, after eventual cropping, and exhibit certain orthogonality by rows.
Bilateral Filtering for Multitap Systems
As discussed in Section 3.3, multitap systems are different from multiaperture systems, but closely related. Actually, since one of the main drawbacks of multitap systems is the low fill factor, a multiaperture sensor could be used to gather all the necessary images simultaneously, avoiding the need of many taps per pixel or many acquisitions. An example of hybrid hardware was presented in [3] , which could be described as a 2-tap multiaperture system. Such system is able to integrate according to pseudorandom binary patterns during a very short exposure. Different codes are used for different apertures, and the result of the integration can be interpreted as the scalar product between the light signal and the binary code in time domain. CS can then be used to resolve a high frame rate image sequence from the few measurements, exploiting the fact that natural images exhibit a restricted total variation. Such hybrid architectures become an alternative to conventional multitap arrays when many measurements are required, like in ToF sensors (e.g., four acquisitions in a conventional PMD sensor or ten in the Xbox One sensor). Also, the hardware in [3] seems to be an adequate platform to implement the CS framework for PMD-based ToF imaging proposed in [27] .
In this section we provide a bilateral filter for the case of multitap or hybrid multiaperturemultitap systems. In these cases, the raw images are expected to be different to each other, in general. Nevertheless, the underlying scene is-after eventual registration and cropping in hybrid systems-the same for all images and, consequently, they are expected to be highly correlated. The filter has to exploit this fact, while preserving each one of the images separately. In other words, the filter has to be a MIMO system, in contrast to the MISO approach given in (4). Multimodal bilateral filtering for ToF systems have been already studied in [28] , where the filter operates with a vector of intensities per pixel, instead a single intensity value. In that work a ZESS MultiCam [29] , [30] was used, providing registered depth and color images simultaneously. The depth was treated as another channel, together with the color channels. Provided that the depth image has a much lower resolution than the color modality, the bilateral filter was intended to transfer the high resolution from the color image to an upscaled version of the depth image. Despite the good results, the approach relies on the hypothesis that the depth modality is highly correlated with the color modality, i.e., texture in the color images corresponds to texture in depth. Although this is a valid assumption for many natural and man-made scenes, it does not always hold. A more meaningful alternative would be to filter before depth calculus, adding the raw images as additional intensity channels. We adopt the multichannel approach proposed in [28] for bilateral filtering of the raw images of multitap systems. Since we focus on the low-light scenario, we do not suppose having an additional high-resolution color image to include in the joint filtering. Note that color pixel arrays suffer from an additional loss of optical power due to the Bayer filter. Letsðx Þ 2 R N be the vector of raw intensities for the pixel indexed byx , where N is the number of integration channels (multiplied by the number of temporallymodulated apertures, in the hybrid case). The bilateral filter is formulated
where Ås 2 R NÂN is the weighting matrix that accounts for the confidence of the intensity measurements. As in [28] , we adopt a diagonal matrix, i.e., suppose statistical independence between channels. Since we work only with multitap raw data and for simplicity, we assign the same value, 2 i , to all the diagonal elements of Ås. This is an acceptable assumption in general, but note that its validity is signal-dependent. For example, in the case of PMD ToF, depths corresponding to phase shifts close to 0°and 180°might lead to very asymmetric charge distribution between the two integration channels. In such cases, an independent choice of 2 i k ; k 2 ½1; N for each of the N raw images is recommendable. In low-light imaging, this parameter can be tied to the average intensity level of the corresponding image. Note that, in most commercial ToF cameras, the low number of taps entails that several acquisitions are required to compute a depth image. In such cases, the full set of raw images can be jointly processed as in the hybrid case.
When there exist many integration channels or many acquisitions with different reference waveforms are required, CS arises as a natural framework to use the signal redundancy to discard uncorrelated noise. The application of CS to multitap systems is slightly more complex than the basic approach presented in Section 3.2 to deal with multiaperture data. The raw images differ from each other and, therefore, a joint processing in a Multiple Measurement Vector (MMV) framework becomes necessary. Additionally, if a greedy search is used as sparse recovery method, a priori knowledge on linear dependencies between raw data can be incorporated by restricting the rank of the residual matrix. A CS multichannel denoising approach for the case of a PMD sensor has already been presented in [31] and is out of the scope of this paper. The approach takes into account the peculiarities of the PMD technology to reduce the sensor data flow and achieve a dramatic noise reduction in the final depth image.
Denoising in an Appropriate Domain: Variance Stabilization
In low-light conditions, the noise contained in the image is dominated by shot noise, which follows a Poisson distribution. In this case, the variance of the noise is given by the signal itself, since in a Poisson distribution, the variance is equal to the expected value. In such conditions, we cannot assume that signal and noise are uncorrelated and the methods presented in Section 3 might not perform equally well along all image areas. In dark areas, the smoothing provided by such methods might wash away the signal, while being insufficient in bright areas, where the noise exhibits higher variance. There exist a number of variance-stabilizing transformations, which aim to stabilize the variance of data following a binomial or Poisson distribution. Some classic transformations based on the square root are the Barlett transformation [32] , the Anscombe transformation [33] , and the Freeman-Tukey transformation [34] . For completeness, we provide the corresponding formulas for stabilizing the variance of Poisson variables in Fig. 3(a) , complemented with a plot showing the performance of each method for different values of 2 ð0; 10 in Fig. 3(b) . Recursive methods have been proposed to achieve optimal variance stabilization [35] , taking classic stabilizing techniques, e.g., Anscombe and Freeman-Tukey transformations, as a starting point. For expected values that are not too low, the square root transformation is the simplest option. For low expected values, the performance of the square root transformation degrades and an additional term within the square root is required to achieve good variance stabilization. Of this kind are the Barlett and the Anscombe transformations, performing the latter slightly better than the former. Unfortunately, in both cases the variance stabilization degrades rapidly when approaching to unit expected value. Note that a Poisson distribution with close-to-unit expected value matches our case of study, i.e., shot noise in very low-light imaging. In such cases, the Freeman-Tukey transformation provides notably better stabilization at the cost of a more complex expression that does not allow for a direct inversion.
Freeman-Tukey Transformation
The Freeman-Tukey variance stabilization transformation for Poisson data has been given in Fig. 3(a) , but this expression is not easily invertible and furthermore, it is a simplification of the more general double-arcsine formulation, for binomial distributions. Profiting from trigonometric identities, it has been shown that the Freeman-Tukey double-arcsine transformation [see (8) below] admits a closed-form inverse transformation [36] , given by (9) 
where p and n are the parameters of the binomial distribution Bðn; pÞ, namely, probability of success and number of independent experiments. Recall that the Poisson distribution is a limit case of the binomial distribution, when p ! 0 and n ! 1. In the Poisson case, PðÞ, we are interested in the number of occurrences or successes, ¼ p n. The direct Freeman-Tukey transformation for the Poisson case can be derived from (8) as y ¼ lim n!1 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi n þ 1 p t . Consequently, we can pursuit an inverse transformationx ðy Þ for the Poisson case from (9) aŝ x ðy Þ ¼ lim ðt ¼y =ð ffiffiffiffiffi nþ1 p ÞÞ n!1 npðtÞ. This expression, after appropriate manipulation, leads to the inverse transformation we provide in (10), shown below, where y is the transform, according to the Freeman-Tukey formula provided in Fig. 3(a) , of the Poisson variable x $ PðÞ. The complete proof takes profit from limit properties of trigonometric functions and is given in the Appendix.
According to our reprojection tests, the inverse transformation in (10) has shown to be exact up to machine precision. The experiments presented in Section 4 are always carried out in both domains, namely, the original intensity domain and the Freeman-Tukey domain. In the latter case, the results are evaluated in the original domain, after applying (10).
Experiments and Results
In this section, we describe the experiments we performed to evaluate the image enhancement achieved by the denoising methods presented in Section 3. The data is both real and synthetic, in order to allow for an exact quantitative evaluation of the improvement. The experiments are organized in two sections: Section 4.1 presents the experiments carried out on multiaperture data, while Section 4.2 provides an evaluation of the filtering on multitap data, in the interesting case of ToF imaging. In all cases, the experiments were carried out in the original image intensity domain and the variance-stabilized domain presented in Section 3.4.
Multiaperture Camera
Two methods were proposed in Section 3.1 and 3.2 to generate a noiseless image from a set of low light multiaperture images. The first method is an extension of a bilateral filter, while the second adopts a CS framework to recover the denoised image from measurements performed on the original multiaperture images. In this section, we provide an experimental evaluation of the performance of both methods using synthetic datasets and a real dataset, acquired with a multiaperture camera.
Evaluation Using Synthetic Data
Three synthetic datasets are generated and assigned the names "bridge," "chirp," and "lighthouse," which describe the content of their respective scenes. All the images are monochrome of size 200 Â 200 pixels. The original noiseless images used to generate the datasets are given in Fig. 4 and are to be taken as reference images. The virtual multiaperture camera features 3 Â 3 apertures, i.e., 9 multiaperture images per acquisition. For each dataset, three levels of light are considered, characterized by the maximum number of photons received by a pixel: n max e À ¼ f1; 3; 9g. That is, in absence of any disturbance, each pixel would store a number of electrons n e À 2 ½0; n max e À . In the dataset images this range is actually extended in both directions due to the addition of sensor noise and photon shot noise. The typical sources of noise when operating in low-light conditions are considered in the generation of the datasets, namely, photon shot noise, circuit noise (including RTS noise) and dark current shot noise.
The extension of bilateral filter for sets of multiaperture images formulated in (4) preserves the classic smoothing parameters of a bilateral filter, in spatial and intensity domain: s ; i , which are to be adjusted depending on the noise level. In order to provide an evaluation that is not negatively biased by a wrong parameter selection, we optimize them. The optimization is the minimization problem of finding the values of s ; i which lead to the minimal l 2 distance between the filtered imageÎ obtained from (4) using those parameters, and the corresponding noiseless original image (see Fig. 4 ). A set of optimal parameters is computed for each one of the three light levels considered, which correspond to three different levels of Poisson noise. In all cases the parameters are optimized by exhaustive search. This way, we can provide error manifolds showing the variability of the error with variations in the smoothing parameters. Two examples of these manifolds are given in Fig. 5 , where the root mean square error (RMSE) between the filtered image and the original is plotted against s and i , for both filtering domains. An absolute minimum for relatively low values of s and i is observed in both cases.
Regarding the alternative method for joint denoising of the multiaperture images, based on CS, there exist also several parameters to be adjusted. Probably the most relevant is the number of measurements to be performed per multiaperture image, which determines the number of rows of the sensing matrix, m, i.e., the number of linear equations to fulfill and, consequently, the quality of the reconstruction. Too few measurements might lead to information loss, while a number of measurements too close to the dimensionality of the images might leave no freedom to the total variation minimization itself and lead to recovering the noise. In this paper we only present results obtained with m ¼ 0:8 n ¼ 32000 measurements per image, which means a 20% compression rate at sensing. Experimental results obtained using different values of m are omitted for brevity. Nevertheless, higher number of measurements did not lead to any improvement in the denoised images. In order to efficiently solve the minimization in (6), we use the total variation minimization by augmented Lagrangian (TVAL) method of [37] , which is implemented in the TVAL3 library. The solver accepts two penalty parameters, and , that are to be adjusted according to the expected noise level in the images. The main parameter is the of (6), which is meant to establish a compromise between faithfulness to the measurements and TV-minimization. Like in the filtering approach, the parameters are optimized prior to evaluation. Nevertheless, the method is quite stable and the quality of the results does not degrade along quite large parameter ranges around the optimal point.
The results of our two methods for enhancing low light multiaperture images when applied to the synthetic datasets, namely "bridge," "chirp," and "lighthouse," are given in Figs. 6-8, respectively. All three figures are organized as follows: the three light level cases ðn max e À ¼ f1; 3; 9gÞ are grouped by rows, in ascendant order from top to bottom. The first column shows one of the raw multiaperture images, without any processing. The second column shows the result of the selective averaging method proposed in [13] . The third and fourth columns provide the results obtained applying our bilateral filtering extension in the original intensity domain and in the Freeman-Tukey (F-T) domain, respectively. The last column presents the result recovered by TV-minimization from compressed measurements.
Bridge dataset
Observing Fig. 6 , it becomes clear that the selective averaging method [column (b)] cannot cope with the extreme Poisson noise in the case of n max e À ¼ 1 (first row). Both the filtering approaches and the CS-recovery face severe information loss due to noise in the raw data. Still, they produce results where the shadowed area under the bridge (black region), as well as the bridge fence (horizontal white strip), are distinguishable, still not clearly resolved. Unlike lowpass filtering, our methods are able to partially capture the structure of the small waterfall and the foliage of the background trees, completely lost in the selective averaging result. The result of filtering in F-T domain [see column (d)] seems to suffer from certain loss of the signal power, while the result of CS-recovery [see column (e)] is tessellated. In the case of n max e À ¼ 3 (second row), all the results are clearly better and finer structure, e.g., the bridge fence, is recovered. While no more structure than in the selective averaging result is recovered, our methods are able to get rid of the noise without degrading the signal. Of special interest is the last row, corresponding to n max e À ¼ 9, which is a more realistic case. The Poisson noise, which is strong in the raw images, cannot be completely eliminated by selective averaging but is completely filtered out by our methods, while keeping the finest details, e.g., foliage of the trees and small waterfall. Note the similarity between our three results. Provided that the filtering approaches and the CS approach are fundamentally different, the similarity of the results is an indicator of good performance of the methods.
Chirp dataset
The dataset based on the middle image of Fig. 4 is intended to allow studying the frequency behavior of the different methods considered in this paper. The results in Fig. 7 follow the trend already observed in Fig. 6 . Differently from Fig. 6 , the results in the first row ðn max e À ¼ 1Þ are surprisingly good and even relatively high frequencies are visible in the images. Confront, for instance, the original raw image (a) with the result of the filtering method in original domain (c). In the second row ðn max e À ¼ 3Þ, the selective averaging method seems to show less attenuation of the highest frequencies than our methods, still at the cost of higher noise levels. In the last row ðn max e À ¼ 9Þ, all methods seem to recover all frequencies equally well, being the proposed ones those showing better denoising capabilities.
Lighthouse dataset
The dataset based on the right side image of Fig. 4 is of special interest due to the diverse man-made structure in the scene, offering a large range of spatial frequencies, from very low (quasi-constant areas, e.g., the ocean or the walls) to extremely high (e.g., the antenna on top of the warehouse, already on the limit imposed by the Shannon criterion). Part of the main structure is recovered by our methods in the case of n max e À ¼ 1 (see the first row of Fig. 8 ). Consider the fairly good result of filtering in original domain (c), where the lighthouse and the warehouse building are distinguishable, still not well-resolved. The rectangular main door and upper window can also be distinguished. In the case of n max e À ¼ 3 (see the second row of Fig. 8 ), the antenna is still not distinguishable, but our methods are already able to approximately recover the silhouette of the chimney of the warehouse, masked by noise in the selective averaging result. The antenna is properly recovered by the filtering methods (c) and (d), as well as the selective averaging method (b) in the case of n max e À ¼ 9 (third row of Fig. 8 ). The poor PSNR of the selective averaging result may lead to confuse the antenna with background noise. The CS recovery result attenuates the antenna due to the implicit requirement of a sparse solution in gradient domain. Observe also the fence at the right of the warehouse, which is also one-pixel-wide and still recovered by all methods considered. Another critical area is that containing the central rocky cliff, where the noise in the selective averaging result can be erroneously interpreted as structure. The noisy points recovered by our methods in this area are not noise, but highfrequency structure contained in the original image (cf. the right side of Fig. 4) .
The availability of ground truth allows computing errors for all the experimental results and performing a quantitative evaluation of the different methods for multiaperture image enhancement in low-light conditions. Two error values are computed for each of the images presented in Figs. 6-8: the root mean square error (RMSE) and the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). The RMSE represents the l 2 distance between the image and the ground truth, while the PSNR is a well-known parameter in photography, given by the ratio between the maximum signal power and the noise power, often in logarithmic scale. Tables 1 and 2 show the RMSE and PSNR, respectively, for all the results of the experiments with synthetic multiaperture datasets. Tables 1 and 2 clearly show that the errors are very similar for all the three datasets, meaning that the performance of the different methods mostly depends on the low-light conditions, i.e., on the level of noise in the raw data, but not on the scene being acquired, confirming the reproducibility of the evaluation with different multiaperture datasets. The RMSE in the raw data is approximately around 11 in all cases considered, in all datasets. Simple averaging of the raw images reduces it to 6.6, while the selective averaging method is able to achieve RMSEs between 0.86 and 1.1, i.e., one order of magnitude lower than that of the raw images. The methods based on filtering and CS-recovery largely outperform the selective averaging method in terms of RMSE, especially in the case of lowest light ðn max e À ¼ 1Þ, where the error reduction achieves a maximum of 98.56% with respect to the raw image and 81.84% with respect to the selective averaging result, in the "bridge" dataset. Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of the low light multiaperture image enhancement results with respect to ground truth Provided that the RMSE depends on the value of n max e À , a more independent indicator of the image quality is the PSNR, since it takes into account the maximum value that a pixel should deliver. A simple averaging brings an improvement of around 4.3 dB with respect to the raw images. The selective averaging method widely outperforms this, with an additional PSNR increments ranging between 15 and 18 dB, i.e., typically over 20 dB improvement with respect to the raw images. Our methods bring an appreciable improvement in all light cases considered, but especially large in the lowest light cases, where it is more needed. Our methods provide up to 37 dB PSNR improvement with respect to the raw images in the case of n max e À ¼ 1, up to 30 dB in the case of n max e À ¼ 3 and up to 26 dB in the case of n max e À ¼ 9. Determining which method is the best is not an easy task, especially due to the very close performance of the method based on filtering in the original domain and the CS-based method. It seems that the filtering in the F-T-transformed domain performs slightly worse, especially in the lowest-light cases, while performing similarly to the other two methods for n max e À ¼ 9. This observation is not a general rule and, e.g., in the case n max e À ¼ 1 of the lighthouse dataset, filtering in the F-T domain outperforms the CS-based method.
Evaluation of the Modulation Transfer Function
The "chirp" original image contains known spatial frequencies, increasing in horizontal direction from right to left. The exact spatial frequencies are 1=2 k cycles per pixel, where k 2 N, k 2 ½1; 6. The different frequencies cover a region equal to its spatial period in horizontal dimension, also known beforehand. The Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) is a common mathematical descriptor of the contrast that an optical system or a camera is able to transmit or capture at a given spatial frequency. Consider the following general formula for the MTF:
where f denotes spatial frequency. Optical systems and cameras exhibit MTFs that decay with f , i.e., low spatial frequencies are transmitted or captured without attenuation, while high frequencies are heavily attenuated. For each frequency in the "chirp" image, the denominator of (11) is obtained from the original image, while the numerator is obtained from the noisy image, after applying the different noise-reduction methods we consider in this paper. Since the width of each region of the "chirp" image is equal to the period of the corresponding spatial frequency, the second coefficient of a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the vector obtained from averaging the image along the vertical direction directly provides the content of the desired frequency. The MTF is calculated for the six frequencies contained in the "chirp" image in all the experimental cases considered, namely, simple averaging, selective averaging, filtering in original domain, filtering in F-T domain and CS recovery based on TV-minimization. The results are presented in three plots in Fig. 9 , one for each light level considered ðn max e À ¼ f1; 3; 9gÞ. Simple averaging seems to offer a quite constant MTF, close to one, for all cases considered. For n max e À ¼ 1, i.e., left plot of Fig. 9 , the noise results in an MTF visibly greater than one for low frequencies ðf ¼ 2 À5 cycles/pixelÞ. The method of selective averaging preserves quite planar MTFs, while avoiding values greater than one thanks to its better noise-reduction capabilities. The MTFs for filtering in original domain and for the CS recovery are as good as those for selective averaging for low spatial frequencies, while decaying for high frequencies (as it is natural in optical systems). In other words, we establish a compromise between better denoising capabilities and a slightly worse frequency response in cases of very low-light. It is observable that the filtering in F-T domain has a strong low-pass filtering effect, which might degrade the signal for the lowest light level ðn max e À ¼ 1Þ. For n max e À ¼ 9, the performance is close to those of the filtering in the original domain and the CS recovery.
Qualitative Evaluation Using Real Data
In order to verify the good results obtained for synthetic data in a real system, we use the 3 Â 3 multiaperture camera in [13] to gather real data. Each aperture has an F -number of 3 and provides images of 200 Â 200 pixels. The sensor has a sensitivity of 20 V/lx s for light from a 3746 K light source [38] . The real acquisition is gathered under very low light. The scene is composed by a figure of a dog in front of a checkerboard. The illuminance on the checkerboard surface was measured to be 3 Â 10 À2 lx. The number of electrons generated in the pixels sensing the white squares of the checkerboard (the brightest areas) is expected to be n max e À ¼ 9:3 in absence of noise, i.e., similar to the highest light level considered in the synthetic datasets. The absence of ground truth does not allow computing errors and the evaluation of the results is made by visual inspection and, therefore, subjective. Since we cannot evaluate the quality of the results quantitatively, no parameter optimization is carried out. The parameters for the approach based on bilateral filtering are chosen to be s ¼ 1 and i ¼ 1. The intensity of the raw images is maximum-normalized and, therefore, takes values in [0,1]. These parameter values are conservative and higher values may be used if further denoising is required. The CS approach, based on TV-minimization, is carried out with the same sensing schema, i.e., m ¼ 0:8 n ¼ 32000 measurements per image (20% compression), using binary sensing matrices with values i;j 2 fÀ1; 1g, whose elements are drawn from a two-point distribution with equal probability for both cases. For the TV-minimization recovery, conservative parameter values are also chosen, namely ¼ 8 and ¼ 8. Further denoising can be achieved using different values. Decreasing reduces the noise at the eventual cost of blurring the image. Increasing reduces the noise at the cost of eventual tessellation of the image.
The results of the evaluation using real data are presented in Fig. 10 . The first row shows one of the raw images and the results of state-of-the-art methods, such as simple averaging and selective averaging. The second row shows the results achieved with the low-light image enhancement methods for multiaperture systems presented in this paper.
The results in Fig. 10 confirm the superior performance of our methods when operating with real multiaperture images. As it was already observed in the quantitative error evaluations using synthetic datasets, presented in Tables 1 and 2 , the performance of the filtering method and CS-recovery are similar. The use of a bilateral filter framework to combine the raw images provides enhanced robustness to spurious intensity values. Consider, for instance, the bottom-left corner of the white checkerboard square next to the dog's tail. There are few pixels with a visibly low value (black pixels) in Fig. 10(c) . Confront it with the filtering results [see Fig. 10(d) and (e)], where these pixels exhibit acceptable (close to white) values. Even the CS-recovery [ Fig. 10(e) ], which uses the selective averaging method to generate a valid starting point for the TVminimization, achieves a better estimation for these pixels than the selective averaging method. Similar cases can be observed in other areas of the image, e.g., the dog's body, for which our methods provide a cleaner result. Another region of interest is the dark area in the lower half of the image. Filtering in the original domain does not bring much further denoising with respect to the selective averaging method, while filtering in the F-T domain seems to deliver a better solution. The best method for this area seems to be the CS-recovery, probably because the black region perfectly meets the hypothesis that the optimal solution is the one of minimal TV.
Multitap Camera
We evaluate the method described in Section 3.3 with raw data from a real multitap camera. We use the multimodal sensor ZESS MultiCam [30] , equipped with the medium range IR illumination system presented in [39] , which provides an uniform illumination along a fairly large field of view (FOV). The MultiCam features exchangeable optics, and therefore, the FOV of the camera can be adjusted by choosing an appropriate lens. In our case, a 8.5 mm lens is used, leading to a FOV of 46 Â 35 . The MultiCam is a multimodal sensor featuring both a color camera and a depth sensor. The use of a single lens for both is possible by means of a Bauernfeind prism with an integrated beam splitter. Since the color modality is not considered in our methods, we focus on the depth imaging hardware. The depth sensing array is a PMD 19K-S3 [40] , with an image size of 120 Â 160 pixels. Each pixel is a 2-tap pixel, i.e., there are two integration channels, often referred to as A and B. Provided that the PMD 19K-S3 operates according to the four phases algorithm [see (1) ], four sequential acquisitions are required, at four equally-spaced phase shifts of the binary signal that controls the integration. This means, a set of N ¼ 8 multitap images are needed to generate the depth image. Such sets of images are the input data of our method.
Regarding the experimental setup, a scene is created with depths ranging from 1.5 to 2.0 m, approximately. It contains objects of known geometry, such as two balls of different sizes on a table. The camera looks frontally to a plain wall. At the right side a panel is placed, parallel to the wall and closer to the camera. The panel contains two Böhler stars [41] , which are the 3-D version of the widely-used Siemens stars. The stars are used to detect an eventual degradation Fig. 10 . Results of the low-light multiaperture image enhancement experiment using real data. The light intensity on the background checkerboard was 3 Â 10 À2 lx. The first row shows one of the raw images (a) and the results of simple averaging (b) and selective averaging (c) of the raw images. In the second row, we present the results of combining the raw data using our methods for low-light image enhancement, namely, the filtering approach in original domain (d), Freeman-Tukey (F-T) domain (e), and the CS-recovery from stochastic measurements (f).
of the angular resolution in the final depth image. Fig. 11 provides the typical output of the MultiCam when recording the scene in presence of some ambient light and using sufficiently large exposure times.
The datasets are acquired using abnormally low exposure times, which are 2 to 3 orders of magnitude lower than those required for an appropriate sensing of the scene, in the millisecond range. Three different exposures are considered: 10 s, 20 s, and 50 s. For 10 s, the scene is hardly visible in the raw images and the signal level close to the noise level of the sensor.
There exist two free parameters to adjust in the filter proposed in Section 3.3, namely, s and the single value assigned to all diagonal elements of Ås, i . In order to assure that our results are not affected by a wrong parameter selection, they are optimized within a certain feasible range. The optimization is carried out by exhaustive search and the cost function to minimize is the distance between the depth image obtained from the filtered raw data and a reference depth imaged GT , obtained using a long exposure time (see the right side of Fig. 11 ). For clarity, the optimization problem is formulated as
whereŜð s ; i Þ is the matrix composed by the filtered multitap images, stacked by columns, where s ; i is the parameter values used in the filtering.d ðŜð s ; i ÞÞ is the final depth image, computed from the filtered images using Eq. (1). Obviously, the optimal parameters are different in the original intensity domain and in the F-T transformed domain. Fig. 12 provides the error manifolds obtained from the optimization for the 50 s exposure case, in both domains. The The results of the experiments, obtained using the optimal filter parameters for the different exposure cases, are presented in Fig. 13 in the shape of depth images. The first column shows the depth images obtained from the original raw data, while the second and third columns show the depth images obtained from jointly filtered data, in original and F-T domains, respectively. These results are to be compared the right side of Fig. 11 , which was taken as reference depth map of the scene.
For all experimental cases considered, the depth images obtained from filtered data exhibit visibly better quality than those obtained directly from the raw data. Far from being oversmoothed by the filter, depth gradients are preserved or even enhanced (compare the fields of the upper star in the depth image obtained from original raw data to those of the depth images obtained from filtered data). In the 10 s case (first row), the round shape of the balls becomes visible. In the 20 s case (second row), the table surface is clearly recovered and depth estimation becomes possible also for the left part of the image, under poorer illumination conditions. Finally, in the 50 s case (third row), the visual quality of the depth images obtained from filtered data is so high that they might be considered even better than the reference image on the right side of Fig. 11 . In general, the Böhler stars indicated that the filtering does not lead to loss of angular resolution in the depth images. In order to provide a quantitative evaluation of the improvement achieved by filtering prior to depth calculus, we compute the root mean square error (RMSE) between the results in Fig. 13 and the reference depth map on the right side of Fig. 11 . The results of this error evaluation are given in Table 3 .
The depth RMSEs are coherent with the visual quality of the depth images in Fig. 13 . The proposed method leads to an approximate depth error reduction of 50% for 10 s exposure time, 77% for 20 s, and 40% for 50 s. We observe that the depth error is independent from the domain where the filtering was carried out, being the filtering in the original intensity domain the one delivering slightly better results.
Conclusion
In this paper, we deal with low-light imaging using multiaperture and multitap systems. A common characteristic of these systems is that several images of the same scene are acquired, either simultaneously or within a short time. In the case of conventional multiaperture systems, all the images are acquired simultaneously and expected to be identical, while in the case of multitap systems, where the integration is governed by a control signal, the images are acquired sequentially and expected to differ from each other. Multiaperture multitap systems with coded apertures allow simultaneous acquisition. We show that, for all these systems, a bilateral filter framework can be adapted to exploit the information redundancy, while efficiently filtering out the noise. We consider filtering in the original pixel domain and in a transformed domain, obtained through a variance-stabilizing transform, in order to normalize the Poisson noise. We also show that a compressive sensing (CS) framework can be used as well for exploiting the information redundancy in the case of pure multiaperture systems. Our experiments show that a denoised image can be recovered from few measurements of the raw images, highly corrupted by Poisson noise, imposing sparsity in the gradient domain. The performance of our methods for the multiaperture case is evaluated both with synthetic and real data from an experimental multiaperture camera. Experiments using different synthetic datasets confirm that our methods can achieve significantly higher error reduction than state-ofthe-art methods based on selective averaging of the raw images. This improvement is especially large in the cases of lowest light, where selective averaging cannot cope with the overwhelming levels of noise. For instance, for one of the datasets we register a 37 dB PSNR improvement with respect to the raw images in the case of a maximum number of n max e À ¼ 1 electron is expected per pixel, which is 15 dB higher than that achieved by selective averaging. The CS approach performs as well as the best filtering approach. Filtering in the variance-stabilized domain delivers worse results than filtering in the original domain in the cases of lowest light conditions, probably due to the poor stabilization capabilities of the transformation when the expected value of the original Poisson distribution approaches to zero.
A study of the modulation transfer function (MTF) reveals that our methods might attenuate the high frequencies, while offering better behavior than the selective averaging for medium and low frequencies. Since the high-frequency details are often masked by the intense noise in low-light imaging, the information loss due to high-frequency attenuation is largely compensated by the best low-frequency transfer, resulting in lower overall error with respect to ground truth. Filtering in the transformed domain typically leads to poor MTFs, especially in the lowest light cases.
As an application teaser, the performance of the filtering framework adapted to the multitap case is evaluated using data from a real PMD ToF camera. PMD ToF cameras estimate the depth from several sequential acquisitions of a 2-tap image sensor. Our experiments show that the proposed framework allows ToF depth imaging with low illumination or short exposure times. TABLE 3 Root mean square error (RMSE) of the depth images in Fig. 13 with respect to ground truth (GT; see the right side of Fig. 11) 
